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About This Game

Enter a beautiful dreamscape and bring back the light!

The award winning mobile VR game, finally available on Steam! Help Nerow bring back the light to his magical world, by
solving compelling environment puzzles. Search for hidden fireflies that guide Nerow through the darkness and help him solve
the mysteries of the stolen light. Together with Nerow you will go on a magical journey to rescue the Sun-bug and restore the

natural balance!

Spark of Light features:

 A ‘Virtual Dreamscape’ which acts like an interactive dollhouse
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 Discovery and puzzling in a 360° view

 Engaging, non-violent gameplay for all ages

 5 compelling levels, each with their own unique atmosphere
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Title: Spark of Light
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pillow's Willow
Publisher:
Pillow's Willow
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Imagine Rush 'n Attack, except replace any possible fun you could have with the sensation of being on fire.. VR Driver page
description was disapponting "Race your fast-paced racing car on specially prepared tracks" & "grip the steering wheel and feel
like a real driver" More like "feel boared out of your mind" driver.

I don't care if VR Drivers is an early access game it doesn't feel fast paced or feels like your real driver. There is no car
changability, manual shifting is a joke, A.I. opponents are dumb as f-word, no e-braking, the three tracks are boaring as heck,
the car you drive is boring. The three 3 others drive so dumb, each map is 3 laps long (9 laps in total). For Celestia sake there
isn't even a body in the car. How can you feel like a driver when your missing a body letter alone hands on the wheel and feet at
the petals. There is no animation of the shifter moving when gears change.

This game making me want to actually drive into a wall at 300mph not wearing a seatbelt.

You can't change sound or graphics. The only options you get is picking 1\/3 maps, 1\/2 shifting or exit game, that's it. There
basicaaly nothing to do in the game. All you do is drive on 1\/3 maps agenst 3 dumb A.I. opponents, that's it. Project cars or
Driver Club VR has better content and even have solo mode to practice your driving skills. They maybe more then $5 but you
get more out of your money.

The game is supposed to be in EAG for 3 months. In 3 months your going to add e-braking, better shifting mechanic, more cars,
more tracks, some sort of fourm in the car, better A.I. & more. Why even put the game out? Do what needs to be done, give
beta test keys for some players to test bugs\/glitches, fix the issues and then release the game and do updates along the way?

For the game being early access game, it had very little content to keep players interested. The game is priced at a $4.49 (10%
off) special & it's regualr price is $4.99. The game feels more like $1-$2.50 at best with the lack of content. You can't deny the
lack of content and even if the game is marketed for new vr driviners, they will get bored quickly. So I would have to give VR
Driver a 2\/10.

That's the Pony review for VR Drivers. The controls for this game are just terrible . very unpolished, and rough...this should
have been refined MUCH MUCH better.. roll dice*
You are in an online game platform. There are several positive reviews about a simple and cheap game. Really, really cheap.
What do you use your money for?

a) Buy the game
b) Buy a bag of candies
c) Burn the bill

*roll dice*
You buy the game. You play the game. You see that the game is not so fun as previously reviewed. Indeed, after some minutes,
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you begin to wonder why did you buy this game. Some more minutes later, you wonder why didn´t you buy the bag of candies.
But wait, there is a refund option! What do you do?

a) Ask for a refund
b) Play the game eventually, when you´re stuck in an airport, waiting to take your flight
c) Write a review to warn other players and to increase the quarter revenue of companies that sell bags of candy

*roll dice*
You write a review!

+1 XP
-1 Gold. The puzzles are a nicely challenging, but the art is rather bad. Over all I would say it's not really worth it.
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Dont buy, wait for updates and answers from the dev. seems to be abandoned.. Holy crud, this was a super great experience.

There is quite a lot of content in this chapter. And if you are the type who enjoys reading every line of everything you come
across (This in fact applies to me), this game has way more than enough to entertain you. Even if you're a light reader, it should
be no problem.

You're also given quite a bit of a world to explore. You'll have a lot of fun indulging your curiosity. I've got about twelve pages
of saves. The main reason for this was dialogues. So many times I went back just to see the same bit of dialogue again, because I
just really wanted to see it again. There were also the multiple choice responses.

It is totally worth replaying, whether you revisit the same choices or try new things. You might even find things you missed
before, or things you don't realise the first time you see them. To the level of "What is that?? ...**screenshake** OHGODS
THIS CHANGES ALL MY PERCEPTIONS"

I feel very strongly for this game, its story, and its characters. That isn't something that easily happens. The soundtrack is very
well composed, too. There were moments I left the game running just to hear it. I'll look forward to whenever a soundtrack is
released.

And a bonus quote that I highly empathise
"I like spicy food... Very, very much... To be honest, I just LOVE IT!" -Vander. Better than Fallout 4. is short but who cares.
Every second of it is awesome. Top notch presentation, nice story, nice cliffhanger, i didnt played many graphic adventures,
visual novels or whatever the name the genre has now, and i dont knwo if its simplier or dumber than the rest of the same class,
but this is a nice way of entry on it. And to become a furry too, nice deal. Cheap, replayable. Go for it , no excuses.
Worths the time and the inversion. Is a lot more to say about it than the rest of games published this late few years.
Is short , yes, and what. I got absorbed by the story and into the cliffhanger at the end and the smile this game got me went for
hours after. Still im writing this , remembering the feeling. Go. For. it.. pay2win ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game
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